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PORTFOLIO…of sorts… 
 

BIG AND BRASH 

 

EXAMPLE #1 – JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR 

 

 
MAC250’s provide stark top light while a lamp on a boom in the far offstage creates the Jesus silhouette 

 

The lighting in this show, produced in a very small theatre with a limited house rig, was heavily 

driven by moving lights. Their high colour temperature was a good fit with “rock opera” and 

allowed for some beautiful and stark moments. A good example is the death of Jesus, which 

transitions from bright and dramatic HMI light… 
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EXAMPLE #1 – JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR (con’t) 
 

 
Jesus is offered ascension to heaven from point-blank range with a Source-4 PAR at full. 

 

…to more contained conventional lighting for the final moment. 
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EXAMPLE #2 – A CLOCKWORK ORANGE 

 

 
All tricks are in play at once in this first scene in the Korova Milk Bar 

 

Written by Anthony Burgess as a response to Stanley Kubrick film interpretation of his book, this 

hip-hop musical production of A Clockwork Orange was designed to be Blade Runner after the 

explosion of a crayon factory. A diverse rig of neon, dimmable florescent, UV, moving fixtures 

and conventional lights offered us many layers of different qualities of light. To further enhance 

the nightmarish finale, the grafitti’d set was double-painted with UV graffiti so we could 

maintain the location while wildly changing the mood. 

 

Alex (In the foreground above - played by Toronto-based rapper Bishop) and his “droogs” 

delivered the bulk of their re-imagined “dialogue” through freestyling which was supported by 

the concert-style lighting. Their scenes with members of the establishment were spoken as the 

author had written and were lit conventionally.
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THEATRE served straight 

 

EXAMPLE #1 – URINETOWN 
 

The best musical written in the past 

10 years got played pretty straight 

compared to past efforts. This was 

also my first of 13 designs to date at 

the Young Centre for the 

Performing Arts in Toronto. This 

new theatre, with its generous 

inventory allowed for a more 

traditional approach to the show. 

Although I do tend to work in 

bolder palettes, this show did not 

lend itself to that approach and as a 

result the palette came out rather 

pale and warm…much like the 

subject matter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
             The brick architecture of the Baillie Theatre became our city 
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EXAMPLE #1 –  URINETOWN (con’t) 
 

 
In the Act One finale, the high catwalks allowed us to create atmosphere above the city as well as the city itself 
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EXAMPLE #2 – CRIMINALS IN LOVE 
 

 
Hart House Theatre’s 6’ deep proscenium arch means you’d better like your lighting “Brechtian”  

 

Criminals in Love, the first of George F. Walker’s “East End Plays”, is the most external of the 

series. Where the later plays (specifically Escape from Happiness) demand more rigid box sets, 

the varied locations in Criminals allowed for a less literal approach. Less saturated, but very 

specific colour choices were used to accentuate characterizations. Junior, the protagonist, is 

always lit using pale pinks to make the actor appear as young and uncorrupted as possible. By 

contrast, his conniving father (who was fortunately of Middle Eastern decent) was lit in pale 

greens to darken his complexion and make him appear sickly and drawn. Some characters were 

left ambiguous, floating between the different areas. The strongest colours were given to 

William, the decrepit Obi-Wan Kenobi of the play, who offers guidance while mired in his own 

weakness. 
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EXAMPLE #2 – CRIMINALS IN LOVE (con’t) 
 

 
Differing key light colours are apparent in this meeting between the sage, William (right)  

and the despicable father, Henry 

 

 
The characters plot in one of the shows many back alleys 
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EXAMPLE #3 – KING LEAR 

 

 
 

 
 

A flexible, translucent set, a highly stylized 

movable set and the unusual architecture of Hart 

House Theatre created a number of significant 

challenges in lighting the great King. The set was 

only meant to be back lit to reveal its internal 

architecture in key asides. Much hair was pulled 

out trying to strongly front light our pillars to 

protect the effect without them coming off as 

flat. Among the most technically complex shows 

on my resume, King Lear including a large number 

of cues (360+) and a complex “bed-track” that ran 

underneath the scene and effect lighting during 

the storm. Linked to the Sound Effects computer, 

it created a growing, raging and then receding 

thunderstorm that ran completely independent of 

the scene light only stopping and restarting for 

asides and scene transitions. 

 
Our movable set (top left) in its pre-show configuration. The set moved over 100 times, sometimes subtly and other 

times aggressively. King Lear and his court (top right) in an early scene in which we strived to achieve depth while not 

revealing our set’s tricks. Edmund (bottom left) during an aside where the interior of the set is finally revealed.  
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INSTALLATION 

 

EXAMPLE #1 – LUMINATO  

 

 
HMI PARs from the rack house of the distillery create their own gobos 

 

In the summer of 2007 I was approached about lighting Toronto’s Historic Distillery District 

(home of the Young Centre for the Performing Arts, who served as producer on this project) for 

the inaugural Luminato Festival. The design concept sought to create interesting individual 

installations rather than one consistent look across the entire site. As well as designing site 

installations, lighting was also created for 3 live music stages. For an extra challenge, a lighting 

“sculpture” was commissioned. The end result, labelled Low Res, Tall Fire was my first foray into 

this style of presentation. 
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EXAMPLE #1 – LUMINATO (con’t) 
 

 
Lighting from custom built “doghouses” plays off the undulating brick walkways of the Distillery District 
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EXAMPLE #1 – LUMINATO (con’t) 
 

 
Constructed of VersaTubes which displayed video, the sculpture “Low Res, Tall Fire” served as a centrepiece to the site. 
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FINAL GRAB BAG 

A collection of interesting photos from random productions… 

 

Smirnoff Fashion 

Awards 
Toronto – 2001 
 
My first truly “multi-media” 

lighting design integrated 

televisions with large and 

medium format projection in an 

era before media servers. Oh 

yeah, there was a big mirror ball 

too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Vita 
National Theatre School – 
2002 
 
Another multi-media 

experiment where large 

format still slides were 

projected on a scrim allowing 

characters to be inserted into 

the image.  
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Roche Pharma 

Arizona – 2001 
 
Unusually theatrical 

for an industrial 

show, the desert set 

changed from 

morning, through 

the day and into 

night in “real-time”. 

The breakfast 

session is shown at 

left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Roche Pharma 

Arizona – 2001 
 
When attendees 

returned for dinner, 

the scene was 

appropriately 

changed. I still use 

that moon gobo 

regularly. 
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Les Coquettes Nouveau 

Burlesque 

Toronto – 2005 
 
My association with burlesque began in 2005 

with Les Coquettes, a dance-based troupe. 

They differed from other local offerings by 

being focused on the sensuality of dance and 

movement rather than simple striptease. As 

the troupe regularly performs in bars, it’s 

made creating proper dance lighting very 

difficult. To compensate, I augment with 

moving lights in the mid-boom position 

either side of the stage. This allows me to 

pick the light up off the floor when I want 

and get rich colour, usually with only 2 added 

lights. 

 


